
Data Licensing
Empowering Businesses with Quality Data

49.7+ million
Company Records

1.6+ million
Company Credit Ratings


(CR Score)

4+ million
 Sales and Marketing Leads 

(Company contact details) 

32.6+ million
Director and Shareholder 

Records

10.5+ million
Ultimate Beneficiary Owner 

Records

Instant Access to MENA and emerging markets Corporate 
Information with Cedar Rose: The Key to Successful Data Licensing 
for Understanding Your Business Partners

Our comprehensive data solution offers unrivaled coverage 

in the MENA Region and emerging markets, providing you 

with the information you need to drive better decision-

making, increase sales and lower cost and effort. Our 

extensive database of accurate business information is 

designed to meet the unique needs of your business.


Start by delving into the corporate, operational, and 

financial profiles of companies with a Cedar Rose data 

license. You will have access to information such as 

comprehensive corporate profile, director and shareholder 

records, connections and affiliations between companies 

and individuals, entity hierarchy intelligence, and much 

more.

Our data is compiled with adherence to reliability and 

strict compliance with global data privacy laws and 

regulations.


Cedar Rose offers a data licensing solution that not only 

provides you with reliable, centralised and standardised 

data, but also, ensures a seamless integration into your 

systems. With the power of API (Application Programming 

Interface) or SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol) and our 

incremental monthly or quarterly updates, our data 

licensing solution opens the door to effortless data access 

and manipulation, empowering you to make data-driven 

decisions with ease.
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Key Benefits

1

Language accessibility
Language accessibility is a significant aspect taken into consideration by Cedar Rose. 
Language diversity is a challenge in the MENA region and that's we invest in translating 
and transliterating the data from local languages into English and Roman characters 
respectively.

2

Quality data
Quality data is the cornerstone of effective analysis and interpretation and technology 
a key element in providing high-quality data. Our advanced AI-modeling technology 
ensures data comprehensiveness, and our algorithm-driven regular quality checks 
conducted, automatically spot errors, data anomalies and inconsistencies (incorrect 
entries, contradiction, duplication, missing information) that are resolved by our data 
quality experts.

3

Integration
Integrating our data into your workflow and your processes. Benefit from the flexibility 
to manipulate and interrogate the data based on your needs, with incremental data 
updates via API or via SFTP according to your schedule.

4

Customisation
Customisation is key to ensuring the data you receive is suited to your business needs 
and meets your requirements. Save valuable time and effort by licensing data and 
specific data points are tailored to the exact countries or regions your business is 
interested in.

5

Reliability
Reliability is at the heart of our data solutions. We gather our data from reliable and 
verified sources, and we provide our clients with a date stamp and source grade for 
every data point. This gives you peace of mind knowing that you're working with robust, 
accurate data.
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Key Clients of Cedar Rose's Data 
Licensing

Financial Services 
Industry

Banks

Financial Services providers

Insurance companies

Government-backed 
organisations

Government organisations

Semi-governmental 
organisations

Private sector

Corporate data aggregators

Online, e-commerce and 
technology companies

Large manufacturers

Large importers and 
exporters

6

Efficiency
Efficiency is a critical factor in any data management process. With scheduled fast, 
reliable and secure data delivery, our solution streamlines your data management 
process and saves you time, resources and reduces the risk of human error. This allows 
you to focus on other important business tasks.

7

Scalability
Scalability is an important consideration for any business. With the ability to quickly 
scale up to accommodate changes in your data requirements, you can be confident that 
your data infrastructure will support your business growth and success.
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